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Abstract
Diagnosis of acute compartment syndrome (ACS) of the extremities is based on
clinical signs with or without complementary measurement of muscle compart-
mental pressure. However, in cases of imminent compartment syndrome, uncon-
scious patients or children the appropriate diagnose remains challenging. Despite all
efforts to improve technical devices to objectify the signs by measurements of
numerous parameters, needle compartment pressure measurement is to date
accepted as the gold standard to facilitate decision making. But its invasiveness, the
controversy about pressure thresholds and its potentially limited validity due to a
single measurement support the need for further developments to diagnose ACS.
Numerous technical improvements have been published and revealed promising
new applications for non-invasive diagnostics. Since the pathology of an ACS is well
characterized two approaches of measurements are described: to detect either
increasing compartmental pressure or decreasing perfusion pressure. In the
following, currently known investigations are reviewed and related to their
pathophysiological principals, modes of clinical application, value and reliability.
Keywords: diagnostics, non-invasive, acute compartment syndrome,
technical approaches
1. Introduction
Acute compartment syndrome (ACS) is characterized by an increasing intra-
compartmental pressure (ICP) provoked by intrinsic or extrinsic reasons [1, 2].
The consecutive muscle swelling due to a decreased perfusion pressure results in
an impaired microcirculation and an additional increase of ICP [3]. The rise in
venous pressure and cellular hypoxia causes further tissue oedema and swelling
within the compartment finally concluding in the vicious circle of ACS [1, 4].
Numerous cases of different causes and heterogenous clinical appearances of ACS
are presented in the literature. Differences in the velocity and severity of ACS
development lead to a substantial heterogeneity of clinical findings. The initial
clinical suspicion and awareness about a possible ACS by the physician itself is
one of the most important issues not to miss the diagnose. The history and clinical
findings of the affected patient alone resulted in a low positive predictive value.
However, the negative predictive value to exclude an ACS by the clinician is as
high as 98% [5]. The prompt diagnosis of the ACS is crucial to obviate the
potential devastating clinical results after an overlooked or delayed recognition of
an ACS. Hence, there is a reasonable need for complementary technical applica-
tions to facilitate and to objectify the presented condition of the muscle
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compartment. This uncertainty in diagnostics finally results in a high probability
of over diagnose ACS following unnecessary fasciotomies.
2. Diagnostics and clinical investigations in ACS
By reason of continued controversy regarding the value and interpretation of
compartmental pressure monitoring numerous scientific approaches have
published over the last three decades. To date, none of the innovative techniques
persuaded the clinician to replace invasive compartmental pressure monitoring by a
new instrument or application. This certainty allows to conclude, that further
developments of basic investigations are needed to assess either the increasing
pressure or the decreasing perfusion pressure. The desired innovation of an addi-
tional technical investigation should provide specific requirements:
• Non-invasiveness
• Simplicity and possible repetitive/continuous application
• Clear threshold for the need of surgical intervention
• High inter- and intra-observer reliability
• Low cost and easily available application
Regarding the mentioned requirements different approaches are conceivable to
achieve the improvements in clinical investigations (Figure 1).
Figure 1.
The suspicion of an ACS allows to pursue the assumed diagnosis. The history of injury, the clinical findings and
objectified diagnostics lead to the diagnosis or disclosure of an ACS. Decreased perfusion pressure provokes a
disturbed microcirculation and results in increasing intra-compartmental pressure by a proceeding oedema. These
four pathophysiological columns create the basic principles of diagnostics: The diamond of diagnostics of ACS.
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3. Non-invasive diagnostics in acute compartment syndrome
3.1 Clinical findings
The clinical findings of the clinician are caused by one of the two fundamental
pathophysiological mechanisms such as decreasing perfusion pressure with
compromised microcirculation and/or increased intra-compartmental pressure.
These two major mechanisms aggravate each other and lead to the clinical red flag
signs summarized by the seven P’s (pressure, pain out of proportion, pain with
passive stretching, paresthesia, paresis, pink skin color, pulses present) [6]. As a
result of a major uncertainty to indicate fasciotomy by clinical assessment only, the
technical efforts in innovations concentrate on changes of the above mentioned
parameters.
3.2 How can we objectify our findings non-invasively?
Many excellent approaches have been published over the last decades to objec-
tify the parameters in order to exclude ACS or to substantiate imminent such as
acute compartment syndrome. All of them can be categorized by terms of the
pathology and parameter which is measured. The non-invasive approaches to diag-
nose ACS can be discriminated by the detection of a decreased perfusion pressure
and reduced microcirculation or the increased pressure within the muscle
compartment (Table 1).
Non-invasive diagnostics and measurements of ACS pathophysiology
Decreasing perfusion pressure Increasing compartmental pressure
Infrared imaging Imaging
Pulse oximetry Tissue hardness measurement




Shear wave elastography (SWE)
Near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS)
Pressure related ultrasound (PRUS)
Table 1.
Non-invasive approaches of diagnostics to identify and to objectify an acute compartment syndrome.
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4. Noninvasive measurement of surrogates of decreased perfusion
pressure
4.1 Infrared imaging
Infrared imaging tomeasure the surface temperature was used to detect ACS of the
affected lower leg by comparison with the uninjured limb. The aim of this application
was to use a portable and non-invasive technology, for detecting ACS in patients with
multiple trauma [7]. The hypothesized reduction in surface temperature has been
proven in a clinical study. The authors used an index of temperaturemeasurements of
the proximal vs. distal limb (thigh-foot-index) and showed a significant difference in
patients developing ACS in 167 cases. They concluded that infrared imagingmay
support early detection of ACS in trauma patients based on correlation between a
decreasing perfusion pressure and an increased difference of the temperature index.
However, thresholds of the index are difficult to define, especially in trauma patients.
4.2 Pulse oximetry
Pulse oximetry was examined to detect the decreasing perfusion pressure in case
of ACS as it has been advocated as a simple non-invasive investigation of vascular
compromise nearly thirty years ago [8]. Whilst a significant decrease of oxygen
saturation was detected, the sensitivity of 40% was low. Therefore, this application
was conceded [9].
4.3 Pulsed doppler ultrasound
Mc Loughlin et al. hypothesized that a diastolic retrograde arterial flow (DRAF)
may represent an early sign of ACS. They therefore mimicked a compartment
syndrome by using a cuff inducing external compression of the forearm with
increasing pressure in two patients. The authors showed a strong correlation of
DRAF (%) with the degree of external pressure applied and concluded that this
technique may represent a useful tool in detection and evaluation of ACS [9]. To
our knowledge no further work was published pursuing this application.
4.4 Laser doppler flowmetry
Abraham et al. investigated the direct measurement of muscle blood flow with
laser doppler flowmetry (LDF) compared with the intracompartmental pressure
measurement in patients with chronic compartment syndrome (CCS) [10]. In the
CCS group a delayed hyperaemic peak in muscle blood flow was detected. They
concluded that LDF should be investigated further as a technique for diagnosis of
CCS. In the literature, no evaluation of LDF in ACS was found.
4.5 Contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS)
Geis et al. used contrast enhancement in ultrasound to detect the compromised
perfusion pressure and tomonitor changes of microcirculation in ACS. In a clinical
study, eight patients with ACS underwent a B-mode ultrasound examination using a
multifrequence probe. An intravenous bolus injection of a contrast agent resulted in a
colored visualization of microperfusion. A time-intensity-curve was analyzed retro-
spectively and quantified by a software. Parameters as time-to arrival (TTA), peak of
signal intensity (%), time-to peak (TTP), the regional blood volume (RBV), the
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regional blood flow (RBF), and themean-transit-time (MTT) were calculated and
resulted in significant differences in case ofACS [11]. The authors concluded thatCEUS
may be capable of differing between ACS and an imminent compartment syndrome.
These results were supported by a volunteer studywith a simulated decrease of perfu-
sion pressure by torniquet of the thigh [12]. However, the bolus application of a
contrast agent and its possible undesirable effects, particularly in patients with pre-
existing cardio-vascular illness, refuses further clinical application of this technology.
4.6 Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)
The invasive measurement of the oxygen partial pressure has been examined in
animal models [13] and in clinical studies [14]. These investigations demonstrated a
correlation of decreasing local muscle tissue oxygenation and increasing pressure
due to ACS. The sensitivity and specificity of the partial pressure oxygenation of
less than 30 mmHg as a threshold in an animal model showed excellent results [15]
and have been confirmed in a non-invasive technique of oxygen saturation mea-
surement by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) [16]. This approach assessed the
level of oxygenated muscle hemoglobin and muscle myoglobin. With the decreased
blood flow after trauma-induced ACS, a reduction in local oxygen saturation as well
as oxygen tension was detected [17]. In animal models, NIRS showed a clear corre-
lation between decreased tissue oxygenation and reduced muscle perfusion pressure
[18]. In further clinical studies using NIRS, the strength of non-invasive techniques
for monitoring of affected limbs was emphasized [19, 20].
However, the reliability of NIRS measurements as a single parameter in monitor-
ing ACS showed poor values [21]. The main limitations in this approach are
constrained depth of penetration (30-40 mm), variables affecting penetration and
reflection of radiated infrared light signal (e.g. melanin), the lack of appropriate
threshold for ACS indicating fasciotomy and the effect of hypotension and hypoxia in
trauma patients on the measurement. However, with further technical developments
NIRS has the potential to be used in monitoring trauma patients with imminent
compartment syndrome or even be able to indicate the need for surgical intervention.
4.7 Dynamic phosphorous-31 magnetic resonance spectroscopy
Recently Otha et al. utilized dynamic phosphorous-31 magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy (31P-MRS) for visualization of metabolic changes as surrogate of muscle
ischemia in an animal model [22]. 31P-MRS is able to dynamically monitor the rate
of inorganic phosphate (Pi) depletion and synthesis, phosphocreatine (PCr), intra-
cellular pH and mitochondrial oxidative capacity. They demonstrated a significant
decrease of the PCr/(Pi+PCr) ratio after inducing ischemia in an ACS model with
rats. The intracellular and arterial pH index also decreased over time significantly.
The authors concluded, that this noninvasive imaging approach rapidly detects
metabolic changes in the muscle compartment and may represent a non-invasive
method for determining early damage in ACS in the future.
4.8 Phonomyography
Martinez et al. used acoustic myography (Phonomyography) to measure
the degree of muscle ischemia in an animal model [23]. After 30 minutes of
simulated ischemia, the signal from the calf musculature provoked by
stimulation of the sciatic nerve in the thigh, decreased significantly at 55%. At
120 minutes of ischemia, the signal dropped at 68%. In conclusion, the
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authors recognized phonomyography as a non-invasive method for continuous
monitoring of patients with ACS.
5. Noninvasive measurement of surrogates of increased
intra-compartmental pressure
5.1 Imaging
The imaging of muscle compartments developing an ACS was insufficient to
detect early morphological changes. B-mode ultrasound imaging [24] as well as MRI
imaging [25] was described as potential methods to detect severe pathologies (e.g.
muscle swelling or necrosis). However, imaging alone does not reliably detect
pathological changes in an early stage of an ACS. In a clinical study, Gershuni et al.
identified a correlation between enhanced pressure and increasing volume of the
tibial anterior compartment after exercise by B-mode ultrasound in the cross-
section view [26]. Rajasekaran et al. presented a significant increase in muscle
compartment thickness in patients with chronic exertional compartment syndrome
compared with control subjects after exertion using ultrasound [27]. Wang et al.
measured the thickness of the anterior compartment in twenty acute trauma cases.
The thickness and the ICP were significantly increased compared to the uninjured
lower limb, but the increase in ICP did not show a significant correlation with the
change in thickness of the injured lower leg [28].
Beside the thickness of the compartment in a feasibility study, the ultrasound-
guided angle measurement as a surrogate of increased pressure was investigated in a
human cadaver model of ACS. The authors measured the tibia-fascia angle (TFA)
between the anterolateral cortex of the tibia and the tangent to the curving anterior
compartment fascia with its origin at the tibial attachment. Measurements in forty
specimens resulted in a mean TFA of 61.0° ( 12°) at 10 mmHg. Each increase in
pressure by 3.9 mmHg was associated with an increase of TFA by one degree. The
inter-observer reliability was good (ICC 0.77). The authors concluded that the
increasing ICP of the anterior tibial compartment can be estimated well by
ultrasound-based TFA measurement post mortem. However, the authors also stated
that the findings are too preliminary to be used in clinical practice [29].
5.2 Tissue hardness measurement
Over the last three decades non-invasive diagnostic principles have been intro-
duced and enhanced. Several authors showed promising results when investigating
the soft-tissue elasticity. In a study of 75 cases of suspected ACS, a noninvasive
hardness measuring device was included. Upper and lower extremities were tested.
ICP pressure values and hardness ratios were compared to one another as continu-
ous variables. Due to the low specificity of the noninvasive measurement of hard-
ness compared to the invasive pressure measurement, the authors concluded that
the use of the hardness monitor has no potential to determine the diagnosis of
compartment syndrome [30]. In a feasibility study of healthy volunteers and
patients with chronic myofascial neck pain syndrome a soft tissue stiffness meter
was evaluated to measure the soft tissue stiffness (STS) in the form of the instanta-
neous force (N) by which the tissue resists the constant deformation produced by a
cylindrical intender. The resulting data of a hand-held computerized soft tissue
stiffness meter (STSM) in index muscles (e.g. m. trapezius and m. levator scapulae
muscle) resulted in a linear, positive relationship between the indenter force (N)
and the dynamic compressive modulus (MPa) of elastomer stiffness. The authors
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concluded that STSM assessment can evaluate the tissue stiffness quantitatively and
yield reproducible data [31]. Steinberg et al. first introduced in 1994 a hardness
meter to determine the quantitative muscle compartment hardness in six dogs and
three anatomical specimen limbs simulation ACS by plasma injection into the index
compartment. In six patients with suspected ACS the quantitative muscle hardness
also was measured and compared with the uninjured limb. The authors showed a
close correlation between the direct measurement of ICP with the wick catheter and
quantitative hardness in compartment syndrome models in dog and anatomic spec-
imen limbs, and in patients suspected of having compartment syndromes. They
concluded, that the determination of surface hardness of limb muscle compart-
ments, which appears accurate and reproducible, offers the advantages of being
noninvasive and well suited for longer-term assessments of ICP [32]. Further
development of this device showed promising results in a study of eighteen volun-
teers simulating an increased ICP in a torniquet model. The results showed a statis-
tically significant strong linear relationship between the ICP and the quantitative
hardness measurement. Again, the authors concluded that quantitative hardness
measurements may accurately predict ICP for most patients. This technique may
greatly enhance the medical community’s ability to diagnose compartment syn-
drome with a noninvasive means [33].
The use of quantitative muscle compartment hardness measurement finally was
examined in a large cohort of 205 patients with ACS by two independent observers
resulting in a strong overall correlation of hardness measurement and ICP. The
authors concluded that the quantitative hardness is potentially useful for the mon-
itoring of IMP elevation in compartment syndrome [34]. These studies confirm that
the presented approach of objectifying the clinical findings by the observer may
have the potential for the future to monitor, predict and determine the need for
fasciotomy in better modes than today. However, there is still a need for a reliable
tool assessing the soft-tissue swelling to objectify the clinical findings by further
developments.
5.3 Pulsed phase locked loop (PPLL) ultrasound
A further approach to determine a parameter correlated with the decreased ICP
is the portable technique of ultrasonic pulsed phase locked loop (PPLL) technology.
With this method the myofascial displacement is detected after stimulation with an
ultrasonic impulse. The difference in frequency of the transmitted ultrasonic
impulse and the detected reflection is measured. Linear displacements of the
myofascial layer that result from the arterial pulse can be detected. Lynch et al.
transferred this technology to determine decreasing myofascial displacements in
ACS with increasing ICP [35]. In several studies they showed a strong non-linear
correlation between the PPLL measurements and the direct ICP determination in
ex-vivo and animal models [35, 36]. This correlation with increasing ICP also was
proven in a study with healthy volunteers [37] and patients with ACS [38]. The
demonstrated results showed remarkable sensitivity of 75% and specificity of 75%.
Because of the non-linear correlation with the ICP and the arterial pulse amplitude
interpretation concerns were raised regarding the PPLL technology especially in
trauma patients with hypotension. Further studies may deliver more data that
support this technique in noninvasive monitoring of ACS.
5.4 Elastography
Ultrasound elastography was introduced in the early 1990s [39, 40]. It allows to
differentiate the mechanical properties of tissue by qualitative visual or quantitative
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measurements [41]. Over the last three decades, this technique evolved into a tool
for real-time imaging of the distribution of tissue strain in relation to its elastic
modulus. The most common technique of stress application is the strain (compres-
sion, real-time) ultrasound elastography [42]. Low-frequency compression on the
soft tissue (e.g. breast, abdominal organs, muscle) is usually applied manually with
a hand-held B-mode transducer. The resulting axial tissue displacement or strain
provokes different echo sets before and after compression, which are visualized by
different colors. Thus, ultrasound elastography provides information on relative
tissue stiffness compared with the adjacent and surrounding tissue within the image
section. There is limited date available on the use of real-time elastography for
skeletal muscle [43, 44]. Niitsu et al. described in a feasibility study in healthy
volunteers the potential measurement of muscle hardness calculating the “strain
ratio” by the relative elasticity of the biceps muscle compared to that of the refer-
ence before and after exercise [43]. These results were supported by a study in
seven volunteers after muscle exercise [45]. Toyoshima et al. recently demonstrated
the feasibility of soft tissue elasticity measurement based on ultrasound shear wave
elastography (SWE). The elastic modulus of tissue was estimated from shear wave
speed (SWS; m/sec) induced by acoustic radiation force of a focused ultrasound
beam. In an ex-vivo animal model with turkey hind limbs increasing ICP was
simulated in the anterior-lateral and anterior-deep compartment. A strong correla-
tion was observed between the increasing ICP and increasing SWS measurements.
The authors concluded, that the ICP can be accurately measured by using ultra-
sound shear wave elastography [46]. However, further clinical studies are needed to
prove the concept of SWE in patients with ACS.
5.5 Pressure related ultrasound (PRUS)
The use of B-mode ultrasound combined with a pressure sensor can be used to
determine the muscle hardness. Muraki et al. investigated whether a combination of
the thickness and hardness of muscles without muscle tension is feasible to estimate
muscle strength of the anterior thigh during knee extension in adult volunteers. A
compression ratio (%) of the muscle thickness before and after compression (10 N)
using an internal coiled spring resulted in a significant positive correlation with the
strength [47].
The probe pressure-related use of B-mode ultrasound to estimate compartment
pressure was first described in a basic in-vitro model [48]. In this context, the ratio
(%) between the compartment depth in a condition without compression compared
to a state with a defined pressure by the ultrasound probe (100 mmHg) was
calculated. The authors demonstrated a strong non-linear correlation between a
decreasing compression depth and an increasing ICP with a Pearson correlation
coefficient of r2 = 0.960. The results in this feasibility study were confirmed in a
cadaver study. The authors concluded that pressure-related ultrasound (PRUS)
could be a reliable tool to determine the correlation between the measured com-
partmental displacement and the increasing ICP [49]. Bloch et al. tested this exper-
imental setup of compression sonography in an animal model in six domestic pig
legs. Increasing ICP in the anterior tibial compartment was simulated in 5 mmHg
steps. The elasticity ratio (%) significantly differed from the baseline measurement
compared with the simulated pressure of 30 and 40 mmHg. A compression ratio
less than 12.9% had a sensitivity of 94.4% and a specificity of 89% to proper
diagnose ACS. The authors concluded, that compression sonography might offer a
non-invasive technique help in cases of uncertain ACS [50]. In a prospective study
in six patients with verified ACS the muscle compartment elasticity of the injured
lower limb was compared with the uninjured limb. This comparison resulted in a
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significant difference of the compression ratio (%) using PRUS [51]. The uninjured
anterior tibial compartment resulted in a ratio of 17.95% (SD +/ 5), whereas the
injured limbs showed ratios of 5,14% (+/ 2) and thereby was significantly differ-
ent. A ratio less than 10.5% had a sensitivity of 95.8% and a specificity of 87.5% to
properly diagnose ACS. Therewith the results of the previously described animal
model were confirmed. Marmor et al. used PRUS to determine the pressure at the
condition of flattening the concave myofascial layer. In this cadaver study signifi-
cant differences for the compartment fascia flattening pressure (CFFP) between the
control and the simulated ACS group were demonstrated. The authors suggested
that there is a potential for the clinical use of this modality in the future [52]. These
results recently have been confirmed in a prospective clinical study in fifty-two
patients with tibial fractures. The CFFP in the injured limbs resulted in a significant
difference compared with the uninjured lower leg with good to excellent inter- and
intra-observer agreements [53]. The inter- and intra-observer reliability of PRUS
was recently investigated in a blinded in-vitro model in twelve volunteers [54]. This
study confirmed a very high reproducibility of measurements (ICCinter of 0,986 and
ICCintra of 0,985). Further technical improvements and clinical studies are required
to implement this application in clinical scenario.
6. Conclusion
To date, the diagnosis of ACS is based on the suspicion in history of the patient,
the clinical findings and in cases of uncertainty supported by invasive ICP mea-
surements. There is an unambiguous need for further technical approaches to
objectify ether the decreasing perfusion pressure and microcirculation or the
increasing intra-compartmental pressure within the myofascial layer to measure the
condition of suspected ACS. In the literature, numerous publications demonstrate
the difficulty of a clear and precise determination of the condition within the
suspected muscle compartment. Subsequently, sometimes unnecessary or delayed
fasciotomies are inevitably provoked. Thus, the requirements of an ideal approach
to objectify a suspected ACS is easy to determine. A non-invasive, reliable, low-cost
and easy monitoring with defined threshold to determine fasciotomy is needed.
The above described technical innovations and applications aspire to fulfill these
requirements. The measurement of the decreasing perfusion pressure seems to be
more sensitive to detect early changes in the diamond concept of ACS diagnostics.
In respect of the complex and dynamic changes of the muscle compartment
condition the combination of different approaches may solve the mentioned
requirements in the future.
At this point in time, none of these modalities have come into widespread use
and the gold standard currently remains clinical examination and compartment
pressure monitoring and if in doubt, it would be better to decompress an ACS to
save the limb. Further developments and refinements are needed in the present
non-invasive methods to make them more robust in contributing to the diagnosis
of ACS.
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